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Evolutionary strategies depend on the ability of evolving entities to
conserve acquired features and to quickly adapt to new requirements
as well� We use computer simulations of simpli�ed exact biopolymers
models to investigate the in�uence of mutations on structure forma�
tion� Our computations on large ensembles of random RNA secondary
structures show that the sequence to structure mapping is ideally suited
for evolutionary optimisation under point mutations� from any random
structure it is not far to any target and yet most mutations will pre�
serve the structure�
The aim of this paper is to discuss the analogies as well as some re�
cently developed methods to apply our approach to proteins� there we
use Dill�s HP � model of lattice proteins and apply a novel fast and
e�cient folding rule� There are remarkable similarities as both land�
scapes are rugged and structure formation largely depends on local
interactions such that it is possible to accomplish a characterisation of
the mapping similar to the RNA case�

� Introduction

The in�uence of mutations on the structure� and thereby on the phenotype and
the functionality of biopolymers is of interest for the understanding of both
natural and arti�cial evolution� in particular since evolutionary design �selec�
tion and optimisation starting from random pools of sequences� has become
a frequently used technique� To understand possibilities and limitations of
natural or arti�cial selection it is essential to establish a theory about mechan�
isms that enable simple molecules to exhibit apparently inconsistent features�
quick adaption to new requirements and strong conservation of once established
properties such as structural features� It is commonly assumed that function
depends on structure and therefore structure is conserved in evolution�
Evolutionary theories coined the term of ��tness landscapes	 ������ adaptation
in this view takes place over a space of genotypes and follows an adaptive
walk towards species with better �tness values that depend on the phenotype�
Instead of assigning �tness values� structural properties such as stability and
similarity of elements to given targets are often viewed as the criteria of se�






lection ����� To explain tolerance of �tness values towards mutations at the
genotype level several theories about evolution emphasise the importance of
neutrality� For the case of proteins this has been pointed out by J� M� Smith
�� although this matter is rather involved� neutral mutations occur by redund�
ancy at the level of the genetic code and structural tolerance with respect to
the folding at the phenotype level�
A system that suits perfectly well to study neutrality in sequence space by
extensive computation can be found in RNA secondary structures ����� RNA
is special since it combines the genotypic �the information encoded in the se�
quence� and the phenotypic level �the structure� into a single molecular object�
In a given chemical environment the structure is implied directly and only by
the sequence� RNA is also accessible to extensive computational studies� RNA
received much interest since it appears to be the most promising candidate as
a starting molecule of pre�biotic evolution� In several selection�ampli�cation
experiments RNA was proven to posses enzymatic activities or even a�nity to
substrates �dyes� that are unlikely to appear in a natural environment �for a
review see �� and references therein��
RNA secondary structure is commonly believed to be a useful approximation
to the D structure and it can be predicted with reasonable accuracy and com�
putational resources� Very little� however� is known from experiments about
statistical features of biopolymers� Unlike proteins the D structure has been
determined for only very few t�RNA molecules� We use� therefore� computer
algorithms to investigate statistical properties of large ensembles of RNA sec�
ondary structures ���
Folding can also be viewed as a mapping from one abstract metric space of
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Figure �� A generalised scheme of biopolymers folding� the sequence space consists of all
�
n sequences �when � is the size of the alphabet the chain of length n is composed of	
 the

shape space is the space of all possible structures�

combinatorial complexity� the sequence space to another� the shape space �see
�g� 
�� Size of both spaces and the isotropy of the mapping can be assumed
to be of importance for the success and e�ciency of adaptational processes�
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Recent analytical calculations proved the size of the sequence space to be much
larger� even for a �non�realistic� ��letter alphabet ��� It is therefore desirable to
characterise the distribution� vicinity and connectivity of related structures in
sequence space�
Little is known about how biopolymers actually attain their native state and it
seems to be unclear if this is really the global minimum or a very deep kinetic
trap where the route is encoded in the sequence ����� Lattice proteins of the HP
type have received much interest as they are the simplest known model to sim�
ulate protein structure formation� in particular since it has become clear that
an accurate structure prediction from basic principles is still far out of reach
and the pattern of hydrophobic and polar residues largely determines the geo�
metry of the backbone �� �for an extensive review on lattice proteins see �� and
references therein��� Furthermore there is growing evidence that at least early
steps of the protein folding process that lead to the correct �area	 in shape
space are largely determined by kinetic e�ects �from this� so called �molten
globe state	 the �nal state then is accessed�� There have been considerations
that proteins might be selected in the course of evolution not only for structural
features but also with respect to their ability to fold into a su�ciently deep
minimum by a kinetic folding route��� Another reason why one wishes to avoid
the di�culties of �nding the ground�state is that this task is NP�hard even for
the simple models of lattice proteins ������
In the following chapter we introduce some computational methods for eval�
uating properties of importance to evolutionary optimisation� We will only
give a short summary of the concept of RNA secondary structures� a detailed
description of the properties and di�erences of various folding algorithms will
be reported elsewhere� We will discuss to what extent the techniques and
conclusions from RNA can be applied to lattice proteins�

� Methods

��� RNA Secondary Structures

RNA secondary structures are de�ned as the list of Watson�Crick and of GU
base�pairs that minimise the free energy and can be conceptually decomposed
into�


� Double�helical Stacks� the only elements with stabilising contribution to
the overall energy�

�� Hairpin loops� Multiloops� Bulge loops� Interior loops and

� External elements such as Joints and Free ends�





The secondary structure concept is a useful theoretical construct� the process
of RNA secondary structure formation covers the major part of the folding
energy and RNA secondary structural elements were shown to be highly con�
served through evolution� Statistical properties of large ensembles of secondary
structures have been shown to agree with phylogenetic data ��� Important spa�
tial interactions violating the above de�nition like pseudo�knots� triple base
pairs� base stacking or non�Watson Crick base�pairs are� however� neglected ���
The notion of secondary structure is but one of a spectrum of possible levels
of resolution that can be used to de�ne shape� Atomic coordinates as well as
relative spatial orientation of the structural elements are discarded� only the
topology of structure elements is retained� Folding in general can be concep�
tually partitioned in the two steps of formation of the secondary structure and
the spatial structure�
Secondary structure graphs can be mapped one to one to strings and trees� In
this contribution we only use one level of structural representation���� that is an
easy and e�cient representations for string comparison and sorting by compu�
tational means� �ne graining is obtained by denoting each unpaired base by a
dot� each upstream paired base by an open parenthesis� and each downstream
paired base by a closing parenthesis� Coarse graining is a symbolic notation
where all distinguishable elements of secondary structure from ��� and �� �or
��� only� are symbolised in hierarchical order� It is therefore possible to focus
on the major structural features of the RNA molecule� Structure comparison
and alignment can now be achieved in a similar manner as for sequences�

��� RNA Folding Algorithms

The minimum free energy algorithm is based on Zuker�s well known algorithm
	�� Stacks contribute additively to the overall energy� other elements have no
or a destabilising e�ect� Various energy sets that are mainly based on experi�
mental data from small nucleotides have been compared� from these results it
is clearly seen that the parameter set is of greater importance than the chosen
algorithm for the prediction of secondary structures ���
In this contribution we present recent results for the case of �ne grained struc�
tures folded with the Zuker algorithm and of length n � ��� A chain�length of
�� is still short but a fairly close approximation for longer RNAs in the sense
that the average size of structural elements is already converged to the values
of naturally occurring structures ����� � All calculations were performed using
the Vienna RNA Package which is public domain �	�
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��� Lattice Proteins

In the case of proteins polynomial time optimisation procedures are � to date
� unknown ������ In this case even the secondary structure can only be pre�
dicted by heuristics and is therefore not useful for statistical investigations� An
analogy to the secondary structure notion of RNA where a clear distinction
between bonded and non�bonded residues exists can not be given as a number
of di�erent forces �hydrophobic interactions� electrostatic interactions� cova�
lent bonds� H�bonds� Van der Waals� may occur between any two residues at
�nearly� any distance along the chain and without respect to any other amino
acid� Ken Dill and coworkers � derived a strongly simpli�ed model with �xed
torsion angles and length� Chains are composed from a ��letter alphabet� hy�
drophobic �H� residues with a stabilising interaction between each other and
hydrophilic �P� ones without contribution to the potential� Chains are put on
a lattice but each lattice site is allowed to be occupied only once �the self�

avoiding walk criterion�� To �nd the ground state this model is still beyond
computability so that we designed a greedy chain growth algorithm �see also
�g� �b�� The model is highly idealised� yet it captures several salient features
of real proteins such as excluded volume and solvent interactions� implicitly
regarded with the hydrophobic e�ect�
Our algorithm starts at one end of the unfolded chain and proceeds optim�

ising each position out of all the next possible ones on the lattice The energy
value is computed only with respect to all former residues� the positions of
which have already been �xed on the lattice� �Hydrophobic	 residues form a
core by construction of the model� For a simple square lattice and a sample of
sequences of length n � 
� where ground state energies are known�	 we proved
that the success in �nding the ground state depends exponentially on the search
depth� This can be interpreted such that in an evolutionary process it is at
least possible to select for sequences that can fold into the ground state by a
kinetic folding process �data not shown�� We used this model to investigate
the in�uence of several parameters such as lattice dimension� alphabet size etc�
on the sensibility of structure formation towards mutations�
Extensive enumeration and comparison of structures is still not as simple as for
RNA but we derived several methods to characterise the structure di�erence�
The simplest �and most restrictive� one is the base pairing analogy� i�e� the
number of identical neighbourhoods of corresponding positions between two
structures of equal length� Other methods such as the dynamic alignment of
structures encoded as relative moves also represent a promising method� A
detailed description of the folding algorithm will be given elsewhere 	� All cal�
culations were performed using the Toolkit for Lattice Polymers which
is available upon email request from the author�
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Figure �� a	 left� An example for the coding of structures by moves relative to the prior
on the simple square lattice� Other lattices such as cubic
 trigonal
 tetraedic
 face centered
cubic
 body centered cubic and knight�s moves can be encoded in the same way and are also
provided by the computer package �see text	� b	 right� The greedy chain growth algorithm�
As an example we assume a given con�guration �FLLRL	 with one energy contributing
neighbourhood between the two HH �dark dots	 and describe the decision process for the
next step �parameters are� search depth � �
 cuto for energy contribution � ���	� Next
all possible con�gurations of length � are appended and the overall energy for all cases is
evaluated� One con�guration �LL	 is forbidden and assigned an in�nite energy contribution
��	� The �best� of all con�gurations �RR	 with the highest energy ����	 is selected and from
there the �rst �R	 move is appended� The resulting con�guration �FLLRLR	 has energy ���
and is used as starting con�guration for the next iteration� �Full lines refer to bonds along
the chain
 dashed lines to possible moves
 dash dotted lines to energy contributions within

the cuto distance�	

��� Comparison and Distances of Sequences and Structures

While the energy di�erence between two structures can be obtained by simple
subtraction we need well de�ned measures to compare distances between se�
quences and their corresponding structures� The hamming distance� de�ned as
the minimum number of point mutations to transform one sequence into an�
other of the same length provides us with a natural metric in sequence space�
Tree alignment provides a metric in shape space and can be applied to both
structure representations of RNA as mentioned above ���
For any scalar quantity F �x� that can be assigned to a sequence x �or its
structure� we can de�ne Local Optima� points x such that function F �x� for
all neighbours �i�e� one error mutants� y one has F �x� � F �y�� Series of ran�
dom searches of point mutations �prohibiting back�mutations� towards better
solutions of F �y� are called adaptive walks� The number of consecutive steps
until the series is trapped at a local optimum is called the walk length and is
an important measure of the performance of optimization processes�
Neutral neighbours are one or two error mutants that fold into the same struc�
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ture as some reference sequence� Obviously it depends on where the mutation
is located in regard to the structure� in a stack � simultaneous base exchanges
are required to maintain the structure �an exception is the exchange of mem�
bers from or to a GU pair�� in an unpaired region a single exchange can be
su�cient�
Neutral Nets are sets of connected neutral neighbours� Neutral Paths are sub�
sets with monotonously increasing Hamming distances of step size 
 or ��
starting from a reference sequence�

��� Fitness Landscapes and Complex Combinatory Maps

The concept of �tness landscapes is nowadays well established and has been
successfully used to describe the principles of evolutionary adaptation� Land�
scapes in our context are mappings from the space of genotypes �sequences�
into a space of real numbers that are assigned to some phenotypic �structural�
features� e�g� the minimum free energy� rate constants of structure formation
or an arbitrarily chosen �tness value �� A suitable method to characterise
landscapes is the autocorrelation function

��h� � 
�
hD��f�x�� f�y��i

h
x�y��h

hD��f�x�� f�y��i
random

�
�

where for example

D�f�x�� f�y�� � �G�x���G�y� ���

is the di�erence in free energies for two sequences x and y� As analytical solu�
tions are not available for most landscapes we use large statistical ensembles
of computationally folded RNA molecules to compute ��h�� This expression
can be viewed as a measure of the average similarity of energies or structures
etc� as a function of the Hamming distance h of the underlying sequences�
A useful measure for the ruggedness of a landscape is the correlation length�
de�ned as the value of h where ��h� � 
�e� It is in the order of the average
distance between two local optima and therefore characteristical for the rugged�
ness of a landscape which in turn describes the complexity of an optimisation
problem such as the performance of an evolution strategy �a recent survey on
this subject was given by P� Stadler ���� This will also work for structures since
we can de�ne a metric to compare structures�
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� Results

��� Distributions of RNA Secondary Structures�

We fold large ensembles of RNA sequences for several lengths with various al�
gorithms and sort structures according to their frequencies� The most frequent
is assigned rank 
� the next � and so forth� For all structure representations
and algorithms �� the ranking yields a distribution that follows a generalised
Zipf law�

f�r� � a�r � b��c ��

where r is the rank and f�r� is the frequency of the corresponding structure�
a is a suitable normalisation constant� b can be interpreted as the number of
�very frequent	 structures� We are� thus� dealing with relatively few common
shapes and many rare ones�
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Figure �� Zipf�s law for the distribution of �ne grained RNA secondary structures
 a bio�
physical alphabet �AUGC	
 chain�length n��� and a sample of ���� ��� random sequences�

��� Neutral Mutations

Computations of neutral nets �� showed a surprising result� neutral paths
though being only a lower bound for the extension of neutral nets� have a
high chance to traverse the whole sequence space� This means that starting
from any random structure it is very easy to generate the sequence with the
maximumhamming�distance from the underlying sequence by successive 
 and
��error mutations without ever changing the structure� Obviously these results
must depend on the probability to �nd a neutral neighbour at any point in
sequence space which in turn depends on the frequency of the structure� i�e�
the density in sequence space� Long paths were found for all alphabets and al�
gorithms ����� In the case of the �natural	 ��letter alphabet �AUGC� we found
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a clear dependence of the path length on the frequency� even rare structures
however have a high chance to be part of a percolating network�
A detailed comparison of neutral nets on various alphabets will be reported
elsewhere �� Here we report the dependence of neutral mutations and paths on
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Figure �� a	 Probabilities to �nd neutral � ��	 and � ��	 � error mutants for structures taken
from samples with a certain frequency �see also �g� �	� b	 the relative length �length���	 of

neutral paths for the same samples�

the probability of the structure� From the large sample �see previous subsec�
tion� we picked � subsamples� each consisting of ��� structures with the same
probability� We then calculated the number of neutral 
 and � � error neigh�
bours� As there are more paired than unpaired bases in an average structure
�� and there are several ways to exchange one base�pair with another in the
biophysical alphabet the frequency is much higher for � � error mutants� The
slight decrease of neutral neighbours for very frequent structures is probably
due to fact that these structures� consisting of very simple components can be
easily inter�converted�
As we have a high probability to choose a very common structure� we can ex�
pect a large number of structures with many neutral neighbours and a relatively
high probability to start and therefore end on a large neutral net� Consequently
we expect many long neutral paths� Figure �b shows that this is indeed the
case� There appears to be a threshold value for the probability of a structure
above which neutral nets become indeed connected in sequence space� For very
frequent structures it is very likely that the underlying sequence can be inver�
ted by subsequent steps of point mutations�
We also investigated the near neighbourhood of lattice proteins� Due to the
lack of a well�de�ned and reasonable notion of a coarse grained structure rep�
resentation and the enormous size of the shape space we did not succeed in
�nding a su�cient number of neutral neighbours for random structures�
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��� Landscapes

Together with other statistical features of RNA the correlation lengths of free en�
ergy and structure landscapes were extensively explored in our group ������������
We �nd energy correlation lengths that are longer than structure correlation
lengths� both are very short compared to the diameter of the sequence space�
In any case we found a strong dependence on the size of the alphabet� increas�
ing the sequence space by choosing larger alphabets smoothens the landscape�
Corresponding results for the autocorrelation function of the example from the
last chapter are shown in �g� �a� the correlation length is larger for the energy
landscapes than for the sequence to structure mapping� This means the dis�
tance between local optima is larger and evolutionary strategies are more likely
to succeed in �nding an optimal solution� This holds true for lattice polymers
as well �see �g� �b�� correlation lengths are smaller for structure distances than
for energy landscapes and scale linearly with the chain�length in both cases� As
the structure mapping is more rugged many di�erent structures can be tested
which may have similar stability� Larger alphabets and smaller shape spaces
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Figure �� a	 Landscape of RNA secondary structures� The autocorrelation for energy dis�
tances is larger than for tree edit distances �same parameters as in �g� � were used	� b	
Landscapes of lattice proteins� Autocorrelation functions for sequences with ��� hydro�
phobic residues and of length n � �� folded with the greedy chain growth algorithm for
free energy landscapes �solid
 dot�dashed	 and landscapes of contact distances �long dashed

short dashed	 on the square �solid
 long dashed	 and the simple cubic �dot dashed
 short

dashed	 lattice� �The horizontal line denotes ��e�	

�i�e� choosing lattices with a smaller number of neighbours� increase the correl�
ation lengths� A detailed study using di�erent measures for structure distances
and lattices is in preparation 	�
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� Discussion

We presented some results from simple exact computational models to invest�
igate possible mechanisms for evolutionary adaptation of biopolymers� Results
on RNA secondary structures strengthened the perspective that it may be easy
to explore shape spaces by point mutations� Adaptation of RNA should be
much easier than commonly assumed� from any given structure it is not far to
any desired structure and the sequences can be tried without ever changing the
structure� These results depend neither on the folding algorithm� parameter
sets� nor on the distance measure used for comparing the secondary structures�
they are robust properties ��� We suggest the number of neutral neighbours and
size of sequence space and shape space and the isotropy of the mapping to be
the crucial requirements for the existence of neutral nets� If one is willing to
accept the secondary structure concept as a useful approximation for a real�
istic model of biopolymers evolution RNA appears to be an ideal playground
to study also the dynamic aspects of evolutionary optimisation� Recent invest�
igations of the evolutionary dynamics in RNA model populations have shown
that neutral nets indeed play an important role under selection ���
Our investigations on lattice proteins had to cope with three major problems�

� In contrast to the RNA model the shape space is larger than the sequence
space� Correlations in higher dimensional shape spaces are low� Similar to the
RNA case� this may be partly circumvented by using larger alphabets� �Among
other chemical and thermodynamic aspects� this may hint why the protein al�
phabet ��� amino acids� is so much larger compared to RNA �� nucleotides��
One could speculate that proteins are thus able to evolve more smoothly� i�e�
to maintain a higher correlation� and to enable neutral evolution if necessary��
�� Structure enumeration is di�cult� This and the next point is subject of
current investigations using a coarse grained structure representation� 	�
� Folding the ground state is not applicable for statistical investigations� This
was solved by using a fast greedy chain�growth algorithm�
Our studies revealed interesting similarities of lattice protein landscapes to the
RNA folding landscapes� Unlike RNA where studies on the in�uence of se�
quence space and shape space are accomplished by larger alphabets and�or re�
strictions imposed on the structures to be formed we could observe that higher
dimensional shape spaces have no in�uence on energy correlation� however
heavily distort the structure correlation�
Finally we want to emphasize that in spite of their simplicity and their limited
capability of solving the complex task of a comprehensive structure prediction
simple models as they were used in this contribution serve well to investigate
aspects of biopolymers evolution as well as to study some basic principles for
structure formation�
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